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Abstract
This paper presents an analysis of industrial relations (IR) and human resource (HR) perspectives
on conflict in the employment relationship. While both perspectives recognize the existence of
employment relationship conflict, IR's premises about such conflict are that it stems from an
employer-employee power imbalance, is enduring, often requires institutional interventions in the
forms of unionism and legislation to correct the power imbalance, and can be constructive even when
the conflict is dealt with in adversarial,nonproblem-solving fashion. HR's premises about employment
relationship conflict, by contrast, are that such conflict sterns from poor management, can be partially
reduced' by organizational and workplace innovations that build an employer-employee unity of
interests, can be still further reduced through cooperative, mutual gains-oriented problem-solving
techniques, and, as a consequenceof improved management, will fade from the employment scene.
These premises are then examined in relation to caseand empirical evidence on grievance procedures,
employment discrimination, and employee involvement/participation programs. The analysis fmds
some support for, but also important limitations on, each of these key perspectives. Recommendations
are offered to enable members of the IR and HR communities to incorporate into their respective
domains key lessons from each other's dominant perspective on employment relationship conflict.
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1. Introduction
Both industrial relations (IR) and human resources (HR) focus on conflict in the
employment relationship. However, IR specialists emphasize that conflicts of interest in
the employment relationship are relatively widespread and enduring -that in such conflicts,
employers hold a power advantage over employees, which in tum implies that there will be
considerable and ongoing conflict in the employment relationship; that institutional interventions, through unions or government, are required to correct the power imbalance; and that
the open surfacing of conflict can have positive, not just negative, consequences for the
parties to the employment relationship.
By contrast, HR specialists focus more on organizational effectiveness and emphasize
that although employment relationship conflict is indeed widespread, such conflict stems
largely from poor management and thus can be substantially reduced, if not eliminated,
through organizational and procedural innovations and other management improvements;
that a unity of interests among employers and employees can be achieved; that remaining
conflicts can best be dealt with through mutual problem-solving techniques that promote
cooperation and integration rather than adversarialism and fractionalization; and that power
imbalances will fade from the employment scene as employers and employees come to
have similar goals and objectives.
As the 20th century drew to a close, it appeared to many that relatively more
cooperation-oriented HR had supplanted relatively more conflict-oriented IR as the
dominant perspective on the employment relationship and as the dominant frame for
researchand practice. In this regard, the decline of private sector unionism in the US and
elsewhere is a key datum. Nevertheless, it will be argued here that HR can still learn much
from IR in analyzing and dealing with conflict in the employment relationship. By the same
token, IR can learn much from HR about the managementand resolution of employment
relationship conflict.
To develop these arguments, Section 2 of this paper analyzes leading IR and HR
premises about the employment relationship. Sections 3 and 4 examine in greater detail
the workplace practices and policy implications emanating, respectively, from IR and HR
perspectives on conflict in the employment relationship. Then, in Section 5, empirical
evidence for and against these two perspectives on conflict in the employment relationship
is presented and discussed. Section 6 summarizes key issues drawn from this inquiry and
offers recommendations to members of the IR and HR communities concerning how they
may incorporate these lessons into their respective perspectives on employment relationship conflict.

2. IR and DR premises about the employment relationship
The employment relationship can be said to be mixed motive in nature in that there are
incentives for both cooperation and conflict between employer and employee. The incentive
for cooperation is grounded in the combined contribution of capital and labor that is required
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for the production of goods and services to achieve economic progress, while the incentive
for conflict is grounded in differences between labor and managementover their respective
roles and responsibilities in the production of goods and services and in the distribution of
economic returns derived therefrom. From an IR perspective, the employer has long been
considered to have a power advantage over the individual employee. This power imbalance
stems from the considerable assets that the firm is able to amassrelative to the individual ,
thereby giving a labor market advantage to the employer, and from the internal governance

structure of the firm in which authority and responsibility for decision making and conflict
resolution are vested in owners and managers, thereby placing the employer in a position of
superiority over the employee (Kaufman & Lewin, 1998).
In the most extreme form of this unbalanced power relationship, a master-servant
philosophy prevailed and there was a complete absence of both worker participation in the
determination of terms and conditions of employment and due process in the protection of
employee rights. While recognizing that the power imbalance in the employment relationship can vary considerably by workplace, industry, employee skill level, and economic
conditions, IR specialists have nevertheless largely regarded conflict in the employment
relationship as inevitable and enduring (see, e.g., Kornhauser, Dubin, & Ross, 1954). This,
in turn, has led IR specialists to support institutional mechanisms, such as unions and
legislation, to (attempt to) redressthe power imbalance in the employment relationship (i.e.,
"level the playing field") and thereby bring employment conflict to the surface where it can
be dealt with openly and fairly.
HR specialistsalso recognize the potential for and presence of conflict in the employment
relationship but, in contrast to IR specialists, have often focused on the managementof such
conflict so as to achieve a unity of interest between employer and employee. The creation of
personnel departments in large fInns early in the 20th century can be said to have reflected
this view, as did the later adoption of employee counseling programs and employee relations
training programs for supervisors, the still later adoption of flexible work schedules and
work -family life balance programs, and recent work redesign initiatives that feature the use
of teams and increased employee participation in workplace decision making (Lewin &
Mitchell, 1995). Indeed, the conversion of personnel departments into HR departments late
in the 20th century (as well as the virtual disappearance of labor relations departments)
underscores the view that a unity of interests between employer and employee can
potentially be achieved and, thus, that win-lose type conflict in the employment relationship can be contained, minimized or perhaps even eliminated (see, e.g., Ulrich, Losey, &
Lake, 1997).
Consistent with this HR orientation and markedly different from the IR orientation toward
conflict in the employment relationship, third parties, such as unions, arbitrators, and
govemment agencies, representingthe "weaker" side in an adversarial struggle over terms
and conditions of employment, are not especially salient and, for the most part, not required.
Instead, employment relationship conflict can be managed through the use of various
workplace and organizational innovations undertaken by professionally trained managers
with the assistanceof HR staff. This line of reasoning also helps us to understand why IR
specialists have had a relatively strong external or macro-orientation toward conflict in the
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employment relationship, in contrast to the relatively strong internal or micro-orientation
toward employment relationship conflict that has prevailed among HR specialists.I
r

,-

3. The IR perspective on conflict
Given the aforementioned premises about conflict in the employment relationship, it is not
surprising that IR scholars and practitioners have tended to focus on certain overt manifestations of employment relationship conflict, such as union-organizing efforts, strikes,
grievances, and turnover. Consider, for example, the premise that conflict in the employment
relationship is widespread and enduring. In this regard, Bendix (1956) traced the evolution of
managementideology and showed that, during the first half of the 20th century, the dominant
ideology changed from social Darwinism to scientific management to human relations.
Though each of these managementideologies differed substantially from the others -social
Darwinism emphasized survival of the fittest in the labor market; scientific management
emphasizedthe application of industrial engineering principles to the design of work; human
relations emphasizedthe importance to managementof understandingworkers' psychological
and social needs -management
practices were roughly similar under each of these
ideologies in that managementgave orders and workers were expected to obey.
Often, however, and as Bendix (1956) also showed, workers regarded management's
orders as unfair, did not want to obey, and sought to form unions to redress their grievances.
While management opposition to unionism was expected under the ideologies of social
Darwinism and scientific management,it was far less expected under the ideology of human
relations, which seemedto share with workers (and unions) concern for worker well being,
safer working conditions, and noneconomic aspects of work life. Yet, even the most humanrelations-imbued employers and managersopposed unionism with a vengeanceand went to
great lengths to suppress union-organizing activity. More recently, Jacoby (1997) showed
how such prominent firms as EastmanKodak, SearsRoebuck, and Thompson Products (now
TRW) spent the better part of the 20th century opposing employee unionism and variously
used generous benefit plans, attitude surveys, and company unions to do so.
Despite employer opposition, however, unionism grew rapidly in the US between the mid1930s and mid-1950s, sparked by the Great Depression, high labor demand during World
I That these different perspectives on conflict in the employment relationship are of long standing is perhaps
best illustrated by the famous Hawthorne experiments and subsequent re-analysis of the data from those
experiments. Researcherswho conducted the original set of experiments attributed large productivity increases
primarily to the strong bonds, or we-feeling, that developed among workers who were part of the "treatment"
group (Roethlisberger & Dickson, 1939). Such bonding, it was said, satisfied workers' social needs, and this
interpretation became an important element in Maslow's (1943) development and McGregors's (1960) subsequent
refinement of the concept of a need hierarchy. Some four decades later, Franke and Kaul (1978) concluded from
their re-analysis of the Hawthorne data that two factors, namely, the economic environment, meaning the Great
Depression, and managerial discipline, as reflected in the Hawthorne plant management's replacement of two of
the six original experimental team members (allegedly for violations of work rules), accounted for more than 90%
of the variance in hourly, daily, and weekly production during the course of the experiments.
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War II, and favorable labor legislation. Strikes (including national emergencystrikes) became
commonplace events following World War II, labor relations were highly adversarial, and
union leaders and employers further manifested their opposition to each other in political
activity. In short, overt conflict was at the center of union-management relationships during
this period.
With the decline in private sector unionism, which began in the mid-1950s and continues
today, conflict in the employment relationship seemed to some to be on the wane. But it
would be a mistake to regard union membership, per se, as a measure of conflict in the
employment relationship. Consider, for example, the large amount of worker protective
legislation that has been enacted in the last four decades or so, ranging from the 1964 Civil
Rights Act to the 1970 Employee Retirement Income Security Act (known as the Pension
Reform Law) and Occupational Safety and Health Act (OSHA) to the 1986 Immigration
Reform and Control Act to the 1990 Americans With Disabilities Act to the 1993 Family and
Medical Leave Act. These and other federal statutes,to say nothing of similar state and local
government statutes, are aimed at protecting one or another term, condition, or right of
employment for privately employed workers -and
at its core, such protection is from the
employer who cannot be relied upon voluntarily to ensure such terms, conditions, and rights.
The existence of this legislation supports the view that conflict in the employment
relationship is widespread and enduring. So, too, does the growing volume of employment
discrimination casesfiled under the Civil Rights Act and other anti-employment discrimination legislation.
At the micro or organizational level, nonunion [InnS have increasingly adopted grievance
and grievance-like procedures to the point where perhaps a majority of publicly traded
nonunion US firms have one or another such procedure in place (Lewin, 1997). While, in
some instances, these procedures are adopted to ward off employee unionization, the more
dominant rationale for adopting suchprocedures is that employers want to detect and correct
unfair workplace treatment -which, if undetected or uncorrected, may result in legal action
under one of the aforementioned statutes (Feuille & Delaney, 1992). Surprisingly, perhaps
about one quarter of these nonunion grievance procedures culminates in binding third party
arbitration (Lewin, 1997). In any case, the growth of these conflict resolution mechanisms
also supports the premise, drawn from the IR perspective, that employment relationship
conflict is widespread and enduring.
Another key premise of the IR perspective on conflict is that the employer has a power
advantage over the individual employee. Support for this premise comes in part from the
continued presence,albeit a markedly smaller presence,of employee unions in some sectors
of the private economy and from the much more substantial presence of employee unions
in the public sector; from persistent attempts of certain worker groups, ranging from
janitors to medical doctors, to organize and bargain collectively with employers; and from
the aforementioned growth of worker protective legislation and of employee lawsuits
charging employment discrimination and wrongful termination. But it is also and further
supported by the growing efforts of employees to develop skills and competencies that are
transferable from firm to firm, that is, to develop general rather than firm-specific human
capital, which is in turn based on an expectation that a lifetime career with a particular
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company is unlikely to materialize or continue. Ironically, it is employers, especially in
large firms, that have contributed strongly to this changed employee expectation through
their decisions of recent years to downsize or "rightsize" their workforces, employ more
workers on short-term contracts, and outsource certain work that was previously performed
by firms' own employees.
Worker concern about the power imbalance in the employment relationship is not, of
course,just a recent phenomenon. Writing about this imbalance early in the 20th century and
focusing their attention on different types of unionism, Commons (1934), Hoxie (1921), and
Perlman (1928) settled on "job-conscious" unionism as the type that best fit the US economy
and society. This type of unionism emphasizesthe worker's property in the job and the use of
collective power to get employers to recognize such property. Later, and on a broader scale,
Bakke, Kerr, and Anrod (1967) and Dunlop (1957) developed IR systems frameworks that
featured union, management,and govemrnent representativesinteracting to produce a "web
of rules" to guide labor-management relationships. Such a web of rules, it was believed,
would legitimate workers' claims to property in the job and feature open and equitable
dealing with employer-employee conflict, thereby reducing the power imbalance in the
employment relationship and in the internal governance of the firm. That this belief proved
more or less valid for only a relatively short period, during which unionism flourished,
neverthelessalso supportsthe IR premise that conflict in the employment relationship stems
in part from the power imbalance in that relationship.
Contemporary research on worker re-instatement and union and nonunion grievance
proceduresis also relevant to the IR premise of an imbalance in the employment relationship.
For example, US and Canadian studies show that workers who are re-instated to their jobs
following dismissal have significantly poorer job performance, higher absenteeismrates, and
higher turnover rates than other workers, and these consequencesstem in part from employer
failure to re-integrate dismissedworkers into the workplace. In studies of union and nonunion
grievance procedures, scholars have found that grievants have significantly lower postgrievance settlementjob performance, promotion, and work attendancerates and significantly
higher turnover rates than nongrievants, whereasno significant differences betweenthesetwo
employee groups on any of the four work-related measureswere found in the periods prior to
and during grievance filing (Lewin, 1987, 1992; Lewin & Peterson,1999). Other studieshave
found that significant portions of unionized employees who believe that they have suffered
unfair workplace treatmentneverthelessdo not file grievances-that is, they remain silent and, further, that fear of reprisal is the most widely cited reason by nonunion employees for
their failure to file grievancesdespite the fact that grievance procedures are available to them
(Boroff & Lewin, 1997; Lewin & Boroff, 1996). These findings about formal mechanisms
that have been established to deal with workplace conflict appear to provide additional,
contemporary support for the proposition that there is a fundamental power imbalance in the
employment relationship.
A third IR premise about the employment relationship, one predicated on the first two
premisesnoted above, is that institutional interventions in the form of unions and government
are required to deal with employer-employee conflict. Such scholars as Commons (1934),
Hoxie (1921), and Perlman (1928), among others, strongly supported unionism and bargain-
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ing rights for private sector workers and championed the Norris-LaGuardia and Wagner
Acts. Similarly, Aaron (1973), Taylor (1967) and other scholars supported unionism and
bargaining rights for public employees and advocated Wagner Act-:type state government
legislation to cover public employers and employees. More recently, the Commission on the
Future of Worker ManagementRelations (1995) and Kochan (1995) articulated the rationale
for new federal legislation that would allow the use of voluntary employee teams in unionized
settings where such teams may otherwise run afoul of Taft-Hartley Act unfair labor practice
prohibitions. More broadly, IR scholars and practitioners have strongly supported worker
protective legislation involving anti-discrimination in employment, pensions, workplace
safety and health, immigration, family leave, etc.
How effective have these institutional interventions been in correcting the employeremployee power imbalance and in mitigating conflict? To the extent that workers do have and
exercise their rights to form and join unions and bargain collectively with employers, the
Wagner Act, as amended by the Taft-Hartley Act, can be said to be effective. The same can
be said of state-level Wagnerfraft-Hartley-type legislation for public sector employees.
Moreover, the collective bargaining agreementsnegotiated by unions and employers under
these laws, and the grievance procedurescontained in most of these agreementswhich permit
conflict to be surfaced and dealt with openly (if not always equitably), must be counted as
major pluses of these institutional interventions. Indeed, the arbitration of grievances arising
under collective bargaining agreements may be the single most positive contribution of
institutional intervention to conflict resolution in the employment relationship. Similarly, the
fact that a very large portion of the workforce is now protected from discrimination in
employment and from employer abusesof pension, workplace safety, family leave, and other
terms, conditions and rights of employment constitute another, far larger, achievement of
institutional intervention into the employment relationship.
But institutional intervention into the employment relationship only goes so far and has
negative consequencesas well. For example, the Wagnerfraft-Hartley Acts are predicated on
an adversarial model of the employment relationship, explicitly allowing the parties to engage
in economic warfare through strikes, lockouts, and other power tactics (though some of these
tactics, such as secondaryboycotts, were later outlawed), and specifying sets of management
and union unfair labor practices. Further, both the National Labor Relations Board (NLRB)
and the courts have attempted shatply to separate union interests from managementrights,
which can be said to undermine the concept of joint or mutual interests. Thus, the NLRB,
backed by the courts, recently ruled that certain employer-initiated voluntary employee
participation plans violate the law in that they unfairly compete with labor organizations and
reflect employer domination or interference with labor organizations (Estreicher, 2000).
Further, the union election campaign procedures of the law, as administered by the NLRB,
have long been subject to manipulation by management. In particular, Weiler (1990) has
shown that employer tactics to delay union representation elections result in significantly
lower union win rates in such elections. And, Weiler (1990) has also shown that most unfair
labor practice charges filed under the law involve allegations of the basic right, presumably
guaranteed under the law, of employeesto form or join labor organizations without employer
interference, threat, reprisal, or domination. Therefore, and despite its positive attributes, the
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legislation governing union-management relations in the US may be said also to have
contributed to conflict in the employment relationship and even to the power imbalance in the
employment relationship.
With respect to other worker protective legislation, several studies have found that
enforcement under these laws is spotty, that the probability of an employer being found in
violation of anyone of these laws is quite small, and that the penalties imposed on employers
for violating the laws are modest at best (Weil, 1997). Perhapsmore important, none of these
laws, save the vesting provisions of the Employee Retirement Income Security Act,
establishes an affirmative employee claim to a term, condition, or right of employment that is, they do not establish property in the job. Rather, aggrieved employees must take
action or, more accurately,decide whether or not to take action only after an employer has, for
example, downsized the work force or terminated particular employees or engaged in other
actions that employees believe representunfair workplace treatment. In this sense, even the
wide body of worker protective legislation beyond the Wagnerffaft-Hartley Acts appearsto
underscore as much or more as it corrects the fundamental power imbalance in the
employment relationship.
A fourth premise of the IR perspective on the employment relationship is that workplace
conflict can be healthy in that, occasionally, a little blood has to be spilled in order to obtain
"voluntary" employer-employee agreement. In this regard, studies of strikes have occupied
a prominent place in the IR literature. Early on, Hicks (1932) posited that strikes were
mistakes that would never occur if the parties had adequate knowledge of settlement
possibilities. Chamberlain (1951) showed, however, that the strike was one among a set of
power tactics, exercisable by both workers and employers, that could influence each party's
cost of agreementand cost of disagreement with the other party. Going further, Kerr and
Siegel (1954) concluded that strikes stemmed from the geographical and social isolation of
workers in certain industries (e.g., mining, maritime, and construction) from the larger
community, and Karsh (1956) used the case study method to emphasize the importance of
employees' perceived inequitable treatment by management in deciding whether or not to
strike or continue to strike. Ashenfelter and Johnson (1969) found that strike activity was
procyclical, rising with economic expansions and falling with economic contractions, but
they also developed an asymmetric information bargaining model that emphasized the
conflicting objectives of union leadersand union members as a key determinant of strikes.
Later, and focusing on the industry rather than the economy-wide level of analysis, Kaufman
(1981, 1983) showed how strikes result from differences between unions and employers in
their uses of wage and price information to form expectations of bargaining settlements.
The evolution of this research on strikes has been such as to call attention to underlying
conditions that bring about strikes which, in turn, implies that a problem-solving approach on
the part of labor and management can reduce the incidence of strikes. A similar, if more
positivist, argument in this regard was posed by Dubin (1954), who contended that strikes are
merely one form of industrial conflict and that such conflict can serve certain useful
functions, including bringing problems to the attention of managementand union officials,
providing information for problem diagnosis, allowing workers to let off steam under
controlled circumstances, and potentially creating the conditions not only for settlement
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but for altered, improved relationships between the parties. In this regard, a recent study of
workplace violence suggeststhat some portions of this violence occur because workers lack
alternative mechanisms for dealing with unfair workplace treatment or work-related stress
(Denenberg & Braverman, 1999).
On balance, it may be said that strikes (and other manifestations of workplace conflict)
are not entirely or perhaps even largely negative in terms of their consequences for
managementor workers. While some strikes are political in nature, reflecting, for example,
competition for election to union offices, the bulk of them reflect certain factors or
conditions that have led workers to the extreme action of withholding their labor. Such
withholding should serve as a signal to management and union officials that workplace
problems need to be identified, diagnosed, and corrected, and this means more than merely
"settling" the strike. The IR premise that strikes can serve positive (as well as negative)
ends thus seems well founded, and is surely consistent with the view that conflict is an
enduring feature of the employment relationship.

4. The HR perspective on conflict
Like IR scholarsand practitioners, HR scholarsand practitioners have focused attention on
certain overt manifestations of employment relationship conflict, but theseare relatively more
micro level manifestations, including low productivity and job satisfaction and high absenteeism and turnover. In addition, HR specialists have drawn considerable attention to covert
employment relationship conflict through their studies of informal work groups (among
employees and managementpersonnel), organization culture, and decision-making networks.
As noted earlier, a fundamental HR premise about employment relationship conflict is
that such conflict stems in large part from poor managementand can thus be overcome by
improved management. A classic example in this regard is the scientific management
movement of the early 20th century in which principles of industrial engineering were
applied to the re-design of work in order to improve productivity. Taylor (1911) and his
disciples (notably Gilbreth, 1911) believed that management-worker conflict was caused by
poorly designedjobs and differences over the division of economic returns from a relatively
low level of productive output. Taylor claimed that by applying industrial engineering
principles to the re-design of work (including managerialwork), productivity would increase
dramatically and lead to much larger economic returns to management (capital) and labor
(though not to a different division of the shares of those returns). And, in fact, this proved to
be the case. But it was also the case that workers increasingly chaffed under a work system
that required them unswervingly to follow the orders of supervisors (foremen), and that
enabled management to tighten (or threaten to tighten) standard work times at its own
behest. Moreover, this work system treated workers as unidimensional, that is, only as
"economic men."
To overcome this narrow conception of the worker and to deal with growing worker
dissatisfaction with scientific management, leaders of the human relations movement turned
employers' attention to workers' social needs and to the importance of the informal work
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group (Mayo, 1933; Roethlisberger & Dickson, 1939). That such work groups could have
major influences on productivity and product quality was the key insight of human relations
theorists.2Accordingly, and following the prescriptions of thesetheorists, employers adopted
a variety of employee assistanceand psychological counseling programs to meet workers'
noneconomic needs, and also instituted new incentive and reward programs to motivate
industrial work groups (Bendix, 1956). Personneldepartmentsbore major responsibility for
designing and assisting employers to implement these new human-relations-basedprograms
(Jacoby, 1985). More fundamentally, these initiatives reflected the belief that employeremployee conflict could be reduced (if not eliminated) through improved management.
The idea that worker needs should be systematically assessedin order to reduce conflict,
improve management, and shape HR practices and programs took firm hold among
employers in the second half of the 20th century. In 1955, ffiM instituted an employee
opinion survey that was administered annually to rotating samples of the company's
employees in the US and abroad and which continues today. Other employers gradually
followed suit and, by the 1990s, more than one of every two publicly traded US companies
were conducting a regular employee opinion survey. In such companies, senior management
typically required middle and lower management to "feed back" key findings from the
surveys to employees, respond to employee queries about intended management actions
based on survey findings, and provide senior managementwith reports about actions they had
taken in conjunction with their own annual performance appraisals. Moreover, some firms
and some HR departments adopted specific employee satisfaction or morale scores as new
operating objectives. In essence,employee opinion surveys came to be used as early warning
systems to improve managementand reduce potential employer-employee conflict.
In 1973, a US Department of Health, Education, and Welfare-sponsored study concluded
that the typical US worker was highly alienated from work and that, if not addressed,such
alienation could lead to overt industrial conflict and even workplace violence (O'Toole,
1973). Accordingly, some HR specialists advocated programs to improve the quality of
work life (QWL) (O'Toole, 1974) through job enrichment and job rotation, and many
employers proceeded to adopt such programs (Davis & Cherns, 1975). Indeed, a QWL
movement quickly emerged followed by numerous case studies that, on the whole, reported
resounding success for QWL initiatives. Such initiatives were claimed to result in higherI
worker satisfaction and productivity and lower employee absenteeism,turnover, and labor:
costs (Lawler, 1986; Simmons & Mares, 1985). When examined more closely, however,,
such claims proved to be overstated, and subsequent,more rigorous studies concluded that
QWL programs resulted in lower productivity and product quality and higher labor costs
(Katz, Kochan, & Gobeille, 1983; Katz, Kochan, & Weber, 1985). It is therefore not
2 The human relations theorists in charge of the Hawthorne experiments djd not start with the belief that the
informal work group could influence productivity or product quality. Rather, they merely sought to extend Taylor's
focus on the content of work by experimentally manipulating one dimension of the work context, namely, lighting.
Only after finding that productivity did not co-vary positively with the amount of lighting during the experiment
did the researcherssearch for alternative explanations, eventually learning of the importance of work group norms
for productivity and other outcomes. Hence, this discovery was serendipitous (Tannenbaum, 1966, Chapter 2).
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surprising that QWL initiatives began to wane or were discontinued and, by the 1980s, had
largely disappeared from the industrial scene. But this experience, as with others before it,
reflects the HR premise that employer-employee conflict can be reduced by improved

,
;

management.
Another HR premise about conflict in the employment relationship is that a unity of
interests, that is, an alignment of goals, among employers and employees, can be achieved
through new work practices. One such practice, widely adopted by US manufacturing firms
in the 1970s and early 1980s following examples set by Japanesemanufacturers, was the
quality circle. Under this arrangement, groups of six to eight workers meet for a specified
time period at the beginning of each work shift to diagnoseand devise solutions to production
problems. These solutions are presentedto management,which decides which ones to adopt
and how to implement those that are adopted. Like QWL programs, the use of quality circles
eventually declined precipitously, perhaps because they shared with QWL programs the
absenceof direct payments or other rewards to workers who participated in them (Lawler &
Mohrman, 1987). However, by involving workers in production matters that were previously
left to managementalone, the quality circle experience in the US reflects an important attempt
by managementto forge a unity of interests with employees.
Of considerable longer standing than quality circles are employee suggestion systems,
especially one such system, namely, the gain-sharing plan. Beginning with the Scanlon Plan,
which was developed in the 1930s in the US steel industry (Moore & Ross, 1978), and
continuing to the present, many variants of gain-sharing plans have been adopted by
employers. However, all such plans aim to reduce costs for a given level of production.
When cost reductions are achieved, the "savings" are shared between owners of capital and
all employees in the plant -including
managerial employees. An integral part of gainsharing plans is employee suggestions about ways to save costs. Similar to quality circles,
most gain-sharing plans call for managementto decide which employee suggestions will be
acted on, but unlike quality circles, there is a direct payment to workers if and when the
adopted suggestions result in cost savings. Perhaps because of this incentive feature, gainsharing programs, unlike quality circles and QWL programs, have not faded from the US
employment scene,and it is estimated that about 16% of US firms makes some use of gainsharing plans (Hewitt Association, 1989). Less is known about the prevalence of suggestion
systems unconnected to gain-sharing plans, but it is likely that these are used at least as
widely as gain-sharing plans. In any case, employee suggestionsystems in general and gainsharing plans in particular reflect the HR premise that a unity of interests can be forged
among management and employees, with consequent reductions in employer-employee
conflict. The same conclusion can be extended to employer use of profit-sharing, stock
ownership, and stock option plans, all of which became considerably more widely used as the
20th century drew to a close (Jones, Kato, & Pliskin, 1997; Kruse & Blasi, 1997).
The use of employee opinion or attitude surveys is also germane to the HR premise
concerning a unity of employer-employee interests. Such surveys have as their main purpose
what may be termed the "construction of reality" or, in other words, measuring what is not
directly observable from personnel records or other documents. The main reality in this
regard is worker satisfaction (or morale), and employers have long been interested in gauging
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By definition, work teams require cooperation among team members. To achieve such
cooperation, employers typically provide training in mutual problem-solving techniques to
team members prior to putting such teams in place. In some team work systems, teams
have designated team leaders, while in others, they do not. Some teams are fully
autonomous, that is, completely self-managed, while others are semi-autonomous and have
a designated supervisor. Whatever particular arrangement prevails, however, work teams
have in common the responsibility for tasks and decisions that were previously or more
traditionally performed by management. It may be said, therefore, that team-based work
reflects an element of power sharing by management with employees, not just employeremployee cooperation or mutual problem solving. It is perhaps for this reason that work
teams are proving to have more staying power than, say, QWL programs, quality circles,
and numerous other initiatives that have been undertaken by employers at one time or
another under the label of "employee participation."
Of course, work teams are but one example of cooperative, mutual problem-solving
initiatives that have been adopted by employers or jointly by employers and unions.
Nonunion employer-initiated employee involvement and participation (EIP) programs have
grown especially rapidly in recent years and vary widely in terms their formality, direct versus
indirect involvement, influence in decision making, range of issuescovered, and membership
(Kaufman, Lewin, & Fossum, 2000). For example, a narrow-issue EIP may deal only with
product quality while a broad-issue EIP may deal with customer relations and service,
inventory control, plant or facility security, managementsuccession,and employment policy.
Various unionized employers have formed joint labor-management committees to study,
advise, and sometimes decide such matters as workplace safety arrangements,automation of
work processes, productivity improvement, employee training, and equipment and facility
maintenance. Such initiatives are sometimes referred to as examples of "mutual gains"
bargaining (Kochan & Osterman, 1995) or "dual concerns" negotiations (Pruitt & Rubin,
1986). But whatever their form, structure, or scope, all of these initiatives are predicated on
the premise that conflict in the employment relationship can be reduced through mutual
problem-solving techniques that promote cooperation and the integration of employer and
employee interests.
The final HR premise on conflict is that the power imbalance in the employment
relationship will fade as employers and employeescome to have similar goals and objectives.
This premise can be applied to several contemporary developments in HR management
practice. For example, many HR specialists claim that a new role has evolved for the HR
function in the business enterprise, namely, that of a strategic partner that adds value to the
business (Ulrich et a1., 1997). By this is meant an HR function that "relies on people as a
source of competitive advantage and a management culture that embraces that belief. ..
operational excellence, a focus on client service for individual employees and managers. ..
and HR managers that understand the human capital implications of business problems"
(Becker & Huselid, 1999). Some HR specialists have gone even further to suggest that the
HR function should be the change agent leading organizational learning and knowledge
transfer (Ulrich, 1997). These new conceptions of the HR function imply that, rather than
being engaged in an internal power struggle, employers and employees have a unity of
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interest in the enhancedeconomic performance of the firm. By working together to increase ~;
and improve the utilization of human capital, employers and employees can jointly gain
power over competitors -and
it is up to the HR function to lead and devise programs,
especially programs of employee financial and nonfmancial participation in the enterprise, ~

\

that will help to achieve this objective.
In a more empirical vein, several groups of researchershave shown that "bundles" of
progressive or high-involvement HR managementpractices are significantly associatedwith
improvements in business performance. These findings have been reported in plant level
studies (Applebaum, Bailey, Berg, & Kalleberg, 2000; Ichniowski, Shaw, & Prennushi,
1997; MacDuffie, 1995), customer sales and service work teams (Batt, 1999), and firmlevel studies (Huselid, Jackson, & Schuler, 1997; Lee & Johnson, 1998; Mitchell, Lewin, &
Lawler, 1990). The dominant conclusion of these studies is that any single innovative HR
managementpractice, such as work teams or variable payor re-designed work or employee
training or skill interchangeability, has no discernible effect on productivity, product quality,

sales revenue, customerservice, return on capital employed, or market value. When
undertaken together, that is, as a bundle, however, these practices have significant positive
effects on business performance. In a related study, Huselid (1995) showed that highinvolvement HR management practices were significantly positively correlated with
employee productivity and significantly negatively correlated with employee turnover,
and these two HR outcomes were, in turn, significantly positively correlated with firms'
return on capital and market value. This empirical evidence can be interpreted to mean that
high-involvement work practices reflect employer-employee power sharing, and that such
practices, together with their positive consequences for business performance, reflect a
broad unity of interests and objectives among employers and employees. This is to be
contrasted with firms that follow traditional work practices and that are typically
characterized by an employer-employee power imbalance and widely divergent employer
and employee interests.
Researchershave also given much recent attention to organization culture, that is, to the
dominant norms, values, beliefs, and expectations of members of a business (or nonbusiness) enterprise (O'Reilly, 1989; O'Reilly & Chatman, 1996). The main analytical
point made by these researchers is that culture is a mechanism of social control, more
powerful perhaps than other, more formal control systems or practices. By shaping and
attempting to ensure that all organizational members -employees -share these norms,
values, beliefs, and expectations, leaders of enterprises can harness organization culture to
achieve key goals and objectives. By positing that organizational members can come to
share a common culture, these researchers are in effect, saying that there is a unity of
interest among employers and employees; it just has to be realized. But even a fully shared
organizational culture does not obviate the employer-employee power imbalance or
necessarily protect employee rights or guarantee that employees will share in the success
of a strong culture enterprise. Therefore, such IR-based initiatives as progressive discipline
and just cause-baseddismissal, and such HR-based initiatives as gain sharing and highinvolvement work practices can, and some say should, be practiced by a strong culture
enterprise (O'Reilly, 1989).
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In light of this research, it is no surprise or accident that leaders of contemporary business
enterprises have come to cite organizational culture as a key success factor (Weber, 1992),
much as earlier generations of business leaders cited capital investment, cost control,
technological investment, and other characteristics as key success factors. Similarly, it is
not surprising that business strategyspecialists have come to regard organizational culture as
a key element of internal organizational alignment and strategy execution (Hambrick, 1994),
or that organizational behavior specialistshave come to regard organizational culture as key
to successful organizational change. By the same token, however, these researchersalso are
aware of and have documented instances in which organizational culture builds resistanceto
change and thwarts even the most determined management initiatives to effectuate such
change (Tushman & O'Reilly, 1996). This suggeststhat employee norms, values, beliefs, and
expectations are not always aligned and cannot easily be aligned with those of management,
just as an HR function in a firm may not be able singlemindedly to fulfill the business partner
or change agent roles that some advocate for it. In any case, contemporary research and
practice in the areasofHR strategy,high-involvement work systems,and organization culture
together appear to reflect the HR premise that conflict in the employment relationship will
fade as employers and employees come to share similar goals and objectives.

5. Empirical evidence about IR and HR perspectives on conflict
What does empirical evidence tell us about the IR and HR perspectives on conflict in the
employment relationship? In my judgment, there is some evidence to support each of these
perspectives, but since these perspectives differ in certain important respects,this means that
there is also evidence that fails to support or goes against one or the other perspective.

5.1. Grievanceprocedures
Grievance procedureswere established in labor agreementsbetween industrial unions and
employers and quickly becamewidespread. With the continuing percentagedecline in private
sector union membership, proportionately fewer unionized workers are covered by such
procedures than previously. Nevertheless,a sample of 400 collective bargaining agreements
recently obtained by the Bureau of National Affairs (1995) found that all of these agreements
contained a formal grievance procedure, 99.5% of them had arbitration as the final grievance
step, and 97% specified the scope of issues covered by the grievance procedure (Eaton &
Keefe, 1999). As noted earlier, among nonunion private sector employers about half have
formal grievance procedures in place and roughly one quarter of these procedures has
arbitration as the final step (Delaney, Lewin, & Ichniowski, 1989; McCabe & Lewin, 1992).
While not much is known about the scope of issues covered by these nonunion grievance
procedures, it appears that substantial proportions of employees, including first-line supervisors and mid-level managers, are eligible to use them. Thus, it is likely that grievance
procedures now cover considerably more nonunion than unionized private sector employees.
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The existence of these procedures can be interpreted to support the IR perspective that
conflict in the employment relationship is widespread and enduring, but also to support the
HR perspective that conflict can be substantially reduced by organizational and procedural
innovations, that is, improved management.Following this reasoning, the grievance procedure can be viewed as high-involvement or problem-solving work practice. Indeed, economists
Freeman and Medoff (1984) contend that by serving as a mechanism through which
employees can exercise voice in the employment relationship, grievance procedures result
in lower employee quit rates, longer job tenure, increased human capital (through greater
employer investment in employee training), and thus higher productivity.
A different story emerges,however, from other grievance procedure research.In a study of
four unionized enterprises over two separate 3-year periods, Lewin and Peterson (1999)
found that grievance filers had significantly lower job performance ratings, promotion rates,
and work attendancerates, and significantly higher turnover rates than grievance nonfilers in
the periods following grievance settlement. There were no significant differences between
grievance filers and nonfilers on any of these dimensions prior to and during the period of
grievance settlement. Similar findings were reported for samples of supervisors of grievance
filers and nonfilers in the four enterprises, that is, the supervisors of grievance filers had
significantly lower job performance ratings, promotion rates, and work attendancerates, and
significantly higher turnover rates (especially termination rates) than the supervisors of
grievance nonfilers in the periods following (but not prior to or during) grievance settlement.
In another study, set in a large unionized telecommunications firm and limited to
employees who believed that they had been unfairly treated at work, Boroff and Lewin
(1997) found that, contrary to the predictions of exit-voice-loyalty theory (Hirschman 1970),
employee loyalty was significantly negatively related to the probability of filing a grievance
(exercising voice), and grievance filing was significantly positively related to intent to exit the
firm. These researchersalso found that fear of reprisal was significantly negatively related to
grievance filing, and thus concluded that unionized workers who believe that they have been
unfairly treated at work nevertheless may choose to respond with silence even when they
have a contractual grievance procedure and grievance handling representativesavailable to
them. This suggests,in turn, that unionized workers do not view the grievance procedure as a
high-involvement (mutual gains) work practice or as an effective tool for redressing the
employer-employee power imbalance.
Turning to nonunion grievance procedure research, Lewin (1987, 1992) analyzed job
performance ratings, promotion rates, work attendance rates, and turnover rates among
samples of grievance filers and nonfilers in five nonunion companies in which employees are
covered by grievance procedures (two of these company proceduresprovided for arbitration
as the final step). He found no significant differences between grievance filers and nonfilers
on any of these measuresprior to or during the periods of grievance filing and settlement. In
the 1- and 2-year periods following grievance settlement, however, job performance ratings
and promotion rates were significantly lower and turnover rates were significantly higher for
grievance filers than for nonfilers (work attendancerates were insignificantly higher for filers
than nonfilers). A comparable analysis of samples of supervisors of grievance filers and
nonfilers produced very similar findings. In a related laboratory study, Olson-Buchanan
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(1996) found that grievance filers had significantly lower job performance than nonfilers in
the post-grievance filing and settlementperiod.
in a study of the grievance procedure in a large, nonunion express delivery
company, Lewin and Boroff (1996) found that employee loyalty was significantly negatively
related to the probability of grievance filing, and that grievance filing was significantly
positively related to intent to leave (exit) the company. In this nonunion company, moreover,
fear of reprisal had the strongest negative correlation with grievance filing. This finding is
perhaps especially important becausethe company's grievance procedure covers supervisors
and mid-level managers,and becausefear of reprisal was significantly positively correlated
with job/occupational level. Virtually the same findings were reported by Lewin (2000a) in
his study of a nonunion aerospacecompany that has had a grievance procedure in place for
over a half century. That is, fear of reprisal for filing grievances was strongest among the
company's first-line supervisors and middle managers,who are eligible to use this company's
grievance procedure, and fear of reprisal was significantly negatively correlated with
grievance filing by nonmanagementand managementemployees of this company.
Taken as a whole, recent researchon unionized and nonunion grievance procedures alike
suggests that while these formal mechanisms can help to resolve employer-employee
conflict, they also have some important limitations. Some employees who use these
procedures as well as their supervisors appear subsequentlyto suffer (further) deterioration,
even the severing, of their employment relationships. That this is more generally known by
employees is reflected in the failure of some employees to file grievances -that is, to be
silent -even
when they have been unfairly treated in the workplace, and in the fear of
reprisal expressedby employees (and, in nonunion enterprises, by supervisorsand managers)
as a key factor in deciding not to file grievances. Thus, rather than serving only as effective,
participatory, problem-solving devices or improved management practices of the type
envisioned by the HR perspective on employment relationship conflict, grievance procedures

appear in certain circumstancesto reinforce the power imbalance in the employment
relationship that is central to the IR perspective on conflict.

5.2. Employmentdiscrimination
The number and size of work force groups protected under the law, together with work
force reductions and other job dislocations resulting from business restructuring, re-engineering, and merger and acquisition activity, have produced a large volume of cases in which
employees (and former employees) allege discrimination by employers in hiring, staffing,
compensation,promotion, demotion, layoff, and other aspectsof employment. Early on, the
bulk of the caseswas brought by racial minorities, notably African-Americans, and women.
More recently, the bulk of the caseshas been brought by older workers (i.e., those 40 years
old and above) and by the growing Latino segmentof the work force, although there has also
been a rise in sexual harassmentcases, with charges typically (but not always) brought by
women against men.
In addition, and beginning in the early 1980s,the doctrine of "wrongful termination" (or
"unjust dismissal") was adopted by the judiciary in various statesunder which certain actions
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of employers (e.g., firing whistleblowers) were declared to violate public policy or to
constitute the breach of an explicit or implicit employment contract. In particular, a record
long-term employment with the same employer, the use by an employer of a personnel
manual or employee handbook describing the benefits provided to employees and/or
suggesting employment continuity, and the presence of performance appraisals skewed
toward the high end of the rating scales that are typically used to make such appraisalswere
taken by the judiciary as evidence of an implied contract of employment between employer
and employee. On one or more of thesegrounds, some work force reduction, layoff, and other
employment termination decisions made by employers have been declared illegal and
overturned by the courts.
More fundamentally, the legal protections afforded to employees under standing laws,
combined with the use of wrongful termination in adjudicating employment cases, have
produced an important challenge to the idea and practice of employment-at-will. This idea is,
of course, grounded in the concept of private property rights; under it, the owners of business
enterprisesor their agents(i.e., managers)can freely hire, rITe,promote, discipline, and utilize
employees much as they would any other resource, such as (physical) capital. Correspondingly, an employee is free to quit a job and seek employment elsewhereand to do so on short
notice or no notice at all. However, both anti-discrimination in employment legislation and
the wrongful termination doctrine in effect create and have been interpreted by the courts to
uphold employee claims to property in the job, and this property right must be weighed
against the property right of the business enterprise/employer in determining the legality of
employer actions conceming employees (Edwards, 1997).
These efforts bear a striking similarity to earlier union efforts to define and protect worker
property in the job. They are also closely similar to "classic" union-management relations in
that the conflicts that arise under one of the aforementioned anti-discrimination laws or as
wrongful termination claims are basically adversarial in nature and typically proceed toward
settlement in a win-lose context. While some of these contested employer actions are
resolved internally without a formal charge ever being filed, and while relatively few charges
that are filed proceed all the way through a court trial, most employment-related casesinvolve
the hiring of legal counsel by both sides to the dispute and are marked by adversarialism,
win-lose negotiations, and the use of power tactics to reach settlement. Moreover, in cases
involving termination and other separationsfrom employment, settlements rarely result in the
re-instatement of an employee to a job. Instead, monetary settlements of the disputes are
reached and former employees search for jobs elsewhere; the original employment relationships have deteriorated past the point of "no return."
In this regard, employers are increasingly mandating arbitration for the settlement of
certain employment disputes, in particular, disputes over employment discrimination and
wrongful termination. A recentUS General Accounting Office (1995) report found that about
10% of 1500 surveyed companies used nonunion arbitration to resolve discrimination
complaints, and that another 8.5% was considering instituting such a procedure. While, as
noted above, many nonunion employers have adopted grievance-like procedures, and many
have adopted other alternative dispute resolution (ADR) techniques, including open-door
policies, peer review panels, management appeal boards, and ombudsmen, the rise of
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mandated arbitration among nonunion employers is due largely to two factors: "employers'
desire to limit liability for employment discrimination lawsuits... and unjust dismissal
lawsuits. ..and the courts' newfound willingness to compel arbitration of statutory claims as
a result of the. [US Supreme Court's 199 I] Gilmer decision" (Stone, 1999, p. 28).
Once again, from an HR perspective on employment relationship conflict, the use of
arbitration can be viewed as a participatory or problem-solving device that helps to improve
managementpractice. In theory, such arbitration allows both parties to exercise voice in the
settlementof disputes, promotes cooperation in the employment relationship, and reducesthe
employer-employee power imbalance. But in practice, mandated arbitration has few, if any,
of these attributes and, instead, appearsto lack basic elements of due process. As examples,
nonunion arbitration systems often provide that the employer alone selectsthe arbitrator, does
not allow employees to be representedby counselor other parties, requires employees to pay
large fees in order to get their casesheard, imposes large "burdens of proof" on employees,
and strictly limits the remedies available to an employee who wins his/her case. Further,
under nonunion arbitration systems,there is wide variation in adherenceto the requirement of
written opinions by arbitrators. Moreover, with judicial deferral to arbitration to settle
nonunion employer-employee disputes, the employee has no subsequentrecourse to the
courts (or other government agencies, such as the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission or comparable state government commissions) to challenge the decision of an arbitrator.
For these reasons, and invoking organizational justice theory and research (Sheppard,
Lewicki, & Minton, 1992), mandatory employment arbitration systems may be regarded as
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procedurally unjust.
That these systems may also be distributively unjust can be inferred from recent data on
trends in employment discrimination litigation in the federal courts (Stone, 1999). Between
1987 and 1997, the number of employment discrimination cases that went to judgment
roughly doubled (from 2592 to 5199). During the same period, however, the plaintiff
(employee) win rate declined from 22% to 12%. A major factor in this regard was the large
increase in casesdecided at the pre-trial stage rather than at trial. In 1987, 28% of all cases
was decided on pre-trial motion and plaintiffs won more than 11% of those motions, whereas
by 1997, 50% of all caseswas decided at the pre-trial stageand plaintiffs won only about 3%
of those motions. Therefore, even though plaintiff win rates at trial in employment
discrimination casesincreased between 1987 and 1997, the overall plaintiff win rate in such
cases declined during the same period. Most notable, a substantial portion of these cases
decided at the pre-trial motion stageand which plaintiffs lost were motions to dismiss on the
ground that employment discrimination and unjust dismissal claims were subject to a
mandatory arbitration procedure.
Therefore, rather than largely promoting employer-employee cooperation and problem
solving, improving managementpractice, or reducing the power imbalance in the employment relationship, mandated arbitration systems for nonunion employees seemto have some
of the opposite effects. When added to the evidence about negative consequencesfor some
nonunion and unionized employees that result from their use of formal grievance procedures,
a picture of contemporary employment relationship conflict emerges that appears to support
the IR perspective more than the HR perspective on such conflict. It may be the case,--.L
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however, that grievance systemsand mandated arbitration systems are essentially reactive or
negative forms of employment conflict resolution that essentially worsen already deteriorated
employer-employee relationships (Kaminski, 1999; Lewin, 1999). If so, then perhaps there
are other, more proactive or positive forms of conflict resolution that more closely fit HR
premises about and perspectives on employment relationship conflict.

5.3. EIP
/
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More than any work force management initiative, EIP programs reflect the HR-based
perspective that employment relationship conflict stems from poor managementand can thus
be reduced, that a unity of interests among employers and employees can be achieved, and
that remaining conflicts can be dealt with through mutual problem-solving techniques. And,
some of the research on EIP and new forms of work organization supports this view.
To illustrate, there have been many case and some empirical studies of nonunion
companies that have undertaken such EIP initiatives as quality circles, QWL enhancement
programs, TQM programs, problem-solving groups and committees, and semi-autonomous
and fully autonomous (or self-directed) work teams. Most of the early and some of the recent
accounts of these initiatives conclude that they have highly positive effects on individual,
team, and/or organizational performance (Davis & Chems, 1975; Dessler, 1997; Hoerr, 1990;
Lawler, 1986; Simmons & Mares, 1985). For example, Coming introduced team-based
production and multiskilling into its Blacksburg, VA, plant in 1989-arrangements, which
contrasted markedly with the narrow, specialized, individual-based work that prevailed in
other Coming plants. The company found that work teams at Blacksburg could retool a line
to produce a different type of filter in about 10 min, or approximately six times faster than at
any of its other plants in which work was performed individually (Hoerr, 1990).
In another example, Toyota Motor Manufacturing USA has used team-based production
in its Kentucky-based automobile manufacturing plant since the plant opened in 1988.
Toyota's "Team Member Handbook" explicitly statesthe company's "commitment to work
as a team with mutual respectand equal opportunities for all. ..our abilities are maximized
when we work together in a cooperative manner toward common goals. ..mutual trust and
respect for each other are the basis on which team spirit is developed" (Toyota Motor
Manufacturing USA, 1988, p. II). Not only Toyota's management but some researchers
attribute the high productivity and high product quality of this plant to team-based work as
well as to such related EIP practices as formal teamwork training and permitting work
teams to select their own new members (Wellins & George, 1991). These examples tend to
support the view that EIP initiatives can reduce workplace conflict and bring about a unity
of employer-employee interests.
Beyond team-basedmanufacturing plants, such nonunion companies as Procter&Gamble,
Texas Instruments, and Hewlett-Packard claim to have long relied on team-based decision
making at all levels of their respective organizations, including the top managementlevel.
Senior executives of these companies and certain organizational behavior researchers
conclude that such team-based decision making is especially characteristic of strong culture
enterprises, and that such a culture, in turn, has positive effects on the long-term financial
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perfonIlance of these enterprises(Pfeffer, 1998). These examples further suggestthat broadly
conceived EIP programs can not only establish a unity of employer-employee interests, but
that such unity can be sustained over long periods.
Of particular relevance in this regard is the work of Cotton (1993), who conducted a
comprehensive review and assessmentof EIP researchand practice involving self-directed
work teams, gain-sharing plans, QWL plans, job enrichment programs, employee ownership
programs, quality circles, and representative participation arrangements (largely works
councils and co-detenIlination of the type practiced by European enterprises). The bulk of
the researchand case examples reviewed by Cotton dealt with nonunion establishmentsand
employees. His key conclusions are that self-directed work teams and gain-sharing programs
have strong positive effects on productivity and employee attitudes; that QWL plans, job
enrichment programs, and employee ownership have intenIlediate or modest positive effects
on productivity and employee attitudes; and that quality circles and representativeparticipation have weak or no effects on productivity and employee attitudes. These important
conclusions appear largely to support the HR-based claims that employment relationship
conflict can be reduced through improved management, organizational and workplace
innovations, and cooperative problem-solving, mutual gains techniques.3
Further in this vein, consider a recent study of EIP programs in eight nonunion US-based
companies (Kaufman et al., 2000). This study, which covered units or plants of businesses
ranging from soap, paper, janitorial maintenance equipment, and missile manufacturing to
automobile assembly, photocopier service and repair, airline transportation, and express mail
and package delivery, found widespread use of self-managed work teams, project teams,
employee committees, infonIlation-sharing programs, review boards, employee attitude
surveys, and gain-sharing and profit-sharing plans. All of these initiatives were undertaken
at various times and places by company management, occasionally to ward off employee
unionization but more typically to improve organizational performance. What is especially
notable about these EIP initiatives is that the companies pursued them despite the fact that
they appear in whole or in part to violate US labor law or, as the researchersput it, "the only
company of the eight consideredhere that [in its EIP initiatives] appearsclearly to fall within
the permissible boundaries established by the National Labor Relations Act (NLRA) is
Company E (photocopier service)" (Kaufman et al., 2000, p. 276). That these companies are
willing to risk such potential illegality suggeststhat they are motivated mainly by a desire to
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3 The same may be said of empirical researchon relationships between human resource managementpractices

and business performance. Much of this research focuses on the effects of "bundles" of complementary HR
practices, including but not limited to EIP practices, on return on capital, market value, revenue per employee,
employee productivity, and employee turnover (see, e.g., Huselid, 1995; Huselid et al., 1997; Lee & Johnson,
1998; Mitchell et al., 1990). Other of this researchexamines the effects of individual "innovative" HR practices,
such as employee information sharing, incentive compensation, and performance management programs, on
business performance (see, e.g., Asch & Wamer, 1997; Gerhart et al., 1992; Heneman & von Hippel, 1997; Jones
et al., 1997; Kleiner & Bouillon, 1988; Kruse & Blasi, 1997; Lawler, 1990; McDonald & Smith, 1995;
Morishima, 1991, 1992).
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achieve mutual gains with their employees by forging an employer-employee unity of
interest, thereby further supporting the HR perspective on employment relationship conflict.
It is necessary, however, to consider certain important limitations on EIP study and
practice. For example, Cotton (1993) observes that the process by which an EIP program is
adopted is at least as important as the outcomes or effectiveness of such a program. In this
respect, he contends that many EIP programs are solely employer-initiated (and sometimes
mandated)so that the principle of employee involvement in program design is often violated
-a conclusion virtually identical to that reached by Eaton, Voos, and Kim (1997) in their
study of voluntary and involuntary aspects of EIP programs. This view also accords closely
with that of organizationaljustice researcherswho contend that the processesthrough which
decisions are made, including whether or not to have an EIP program, are as or more
important to employees than the results of such decisions and programs (Sheppard et al.,
1992). In addition, Cotton warns that empirical studies or caseexamples of unsuccessful EIP
initiatives are few and far between, and he attributes this to the under-reporting of such
examples and the "selection bias" of researchers.More recently, Godard and Delaney (2000)
assessedthe claim that the so-called high-performance work systems paradigm, which is
heavily grounded in EIP, has replacedunions and collective bargaining as the dominant force
in IR. Contrary to this claim, they find that the HR innovations underlying this paradigm have
only weak empirical effects on businessperformance, and that numerous North American and
European case studies report quite limited life spans and even outright failures of HR
innovations. Taken together, these observations and conclusions tend to support the IR-based
claims that power in the employment relationship is unbalanced, with the employer holding
sway over employees,and that conflict is an enduring characteristic of nonunion employment
relationships, including those that feature EIP programs.4
While it is sometimes thought that EIP programs began in the nonunion sector and that
such programs are considerably more prevalent in the nonunion than the unionized sector of
the US economy, neither of these views is supported by empirical evidence (see Eaton &
Voos, 1994). Further, some authorities believe that EIP programs work better in unionized
than nonunionized companies (Freeman& Rogers, 1999). In fact, extant empirical evidence
suggeststhat the record of EIP performance in unionized companies is mixed, ranging from
highly successfulto highly unsuccessfulexperiences.
At Xerox, for example, managementand representatives of the Amalgamated Clothing
Workers Union formed joint committees and workplace teams whose collaborative efforts
resulted in improved plant safety, work flow and production, reduced grievance rates, and the
preservation of jobs which would otherwise have been eliminated (Cutcher-Gershenfeld,
1991). Similarly, in a unionized paper mill with a long record of adversarial unionmanagementrelations, very high grievance rates and poor economic performance, a joint
union-management EIP program was instituted, which resulted in more flexible job

4 Industrial relations and labor/employment law scholars have also questioned the rights, protections, due
process,and lack thereof for nonunion employees involved in EIP programs (see Eaton et al., 1997; Finkin, 1992;
Levine & Tyson, 1990; Weiler, 1990).
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and work arrangements,substantial increasesin tons of paper produced, lower
grievance rates, and reduced bargaining disputes (Ichniowski, 1992).
Probably the best know EIP program in a unionized setting is the New United Motor
Manufacturing (NUMMI) venture involving General Motors, Toyota Motor, and the United
Automobile Workers' Union (UAW). Founded in 1984 and located in a previously closed
General Motors-owned plant, NUMMI featured replacement of multiple job classifications
by a single "production worker" classification, replacement of individual work with
autonomous work teams to produce automobiles and trucks and monitor production,
freedom for individual workers to slow or stop the production line, use of just-in-time
materials delivery, major reductions in parts inventories, increased supervisory and managerial spans of control, and substantial use of profit sharing. Researchersand practitioners
alike have concluded that these practices are largely responsible for NUMMI's very high
levels of productivity, product quality, and worker job satisfaction, and for greatly reduced
grievance rates compared to those that existed in the old plant (Brown & Reich 1989;
Childs, 1989).
Further, the team concept, which is central to the manufacturing operation at NUMMI, has
been taken much further in Saturn, a wholly owned subsidiary of General Motors that began
operation in 1990. At Saturn, work teams are used not only to manufacture automobiles but
throughout the organization more broadly. These teams make all major business decisions,
including about strategy, product design and development, inventory control, work flow,
technological change, and customer relations and service (Horvath & Syvantek, 1998;
Rubenstein, Bennett, & Kochan, 1993). In other words, Saturn is a team-basedorganization,
whereas the use of teams at NUMMI is largely limited to manufacturing. In both cases,
however, the use of team-basedwork is widely regarded as key to the strong performance of
theseenterprises.These severalexamples show that an employer-employee unity of interests
can indeed be forged, and that employment relationship conflict can be reduced through
improved management,organizational and workplace innovations, and cooperative problemsolving techniques.
But not all EIP initiatives in unionized enterprises are as successful as those recounted
above. For example, a well-documented EIP program at Rushton Mining, whose workers
were representedby the United Mine Workers of America (UMWA), was instituted in 1973
(Goodman, 1979). The initiative, which enrolled the union as a full partner, called for the reorganization of work; job security provisions; joint committees for training and development,
coordination of work crew activities, and plant safety; an intershift communication program;
job rotation; and foreman planning and organizational goal setting done in consultation with
workers. Early on, this "experiment" resulted in higher productivity, product quality,
employee compensation, and job satisfaction, and in lower scrap rates, work injuries, and
employee grievances. As time passed, however, Rushton's workers became increasingly
dissatisfied with increasing work loads, excessive job rotation, foremen performing work
prohibited by the labor agreement, lack of management communication with union leaders,
and declining "real" earnings. Consequently, in 1977, following a 10-day strike at Rushton
and a longer national coal strike, the union's membership voted to rescind the UMWA's
participation in the EIP program at Rushton Mining.
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In the airline industry, a variety of EIP programs have been instituted jointly by the major

"

carriers and unionized employees. These programs feature decentralized decision making
that allows reservations agents, in-flight attendants, and baggage handlers to (attempt to)
resolve customer complaints themselves rather than passing them on to management;limited
job rotation; formal training and development programs; joint committees in the areas of
safety, work scheduling, and hiring requirements; and department-based team meetings.
However, while the pilots', attendants' and baggage handlers' unions participate in these
programs, skilled craft employees and operatives represented by the International Association of Machinists (lAM) do not. This union has consistently opposed EIP programs,
which lAM leaders regard as a sellout to management. In an especially notable development, United Airlines became an employee-owned airline in the early I990s. However,
the attendants' union refused to participate in this arrangement, and growing dissatisfaction
with United Airlines' financial performance has caused the participating unions' leadersand
members to question the longevity of this ownership arrangement.
In another study set in the automobile industry, Bruno and Jordan (1999) traced the
evolution of worker attitudes at the Diamond Star plant, which began in 1989 as a joint
venture between Mitsubishi Motors and Chrysler but which is now largely owned and
operated by Mitsubishi. As with NUMMI and Saturn, workers at this plant are representedby
the UAW and automobile manufacturing is based on the principles of lean production,
substantial employee participation in decision making, and widespread use of work teams.
Early on, Diamond Star's workers had highly positive attitudes about virtually all aspectsof
this systemand plant performance was very high. Since then, however, worker attitudes have
deteriorated significantly. In particular, the work force has become highly dissatisfied with
their lack of control over work, the faster pace of work, management's decision to outsource
some work and failure to rectify the use of substandardparts, reduced customer satisfaction,
and declining plant performance. Bruno and Jordan thus conclude that the once promising
EIP initiative at Diamond Star has reached its nadir.5
Consistent with the IR perspective on employment relationship conflict, these particular
examples suggest that such conflict is enduring, that managementholds a power advantage
over employees,and that even a very strong unity of employer-employee interestsformed in
the early stages of an EIP initiative will dissipate over time. When these "cases" are
combined with prior examples of positive conflict reduction and other favorable consequences stemming from EIP initiatives in both unionized and nonunion establishments, it can be
concluded that neither proponents of the IR perspective nor proponents of the HR perspective
have got it "exactly right" in so far as the analysis and resolution of employment relationship
conflict are concerned.
Finally, consider that in both unionized and nonunion settings, EIP programs are practices
that are usually reserved for full-time core employees,while being largely absentamong parttime, temporary, and contract employees and others in contingent employment relationships.
Most firms that have adopted EIP practices have also shrunk their core work forces and

5 For a similar analysis of deteriorating employee attitudes at Saturn. see Horvath and Svyantek (1998).
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expanded their contingent work forces (Lewin & Mitchell, 1995). The core work force is the
one that employers have in mind when they refer to their firms' human assets or human
capital, as is reflected in the investmentsthese employers make in EIP programs for their core
employees. Contingent employees, by contrast, are treated and managed by employers largely
as a labor expense -an expenseto be minimized.
If a firm has a relatively small proportion of contingent employees in its work force, then
conflict between contingent and core employees may be minimal and thus not costly enough
to warrant employer attention. But if a firm has a relatively large proportion of contingent
employees in its work force, then conflict between the "haves" and the "have nots" may
become substantial, as the latter make coercive comparisons with the former. Contingent
employees may complain or even demand that EIP programs be extended to them, especially
when labor markets are tight. Here, an analogy can be drawn with industrial workers of the
1920s and 1930s who were not representedby unions and did not bargain collectively with
employers, in contrast to more skilled and highly paid craft workers. The considerably larger
group of industrial workers eventually came to demand unionization and bargaining rights
and literally fought bloody battles to achieve such rights. One major result of those conflicts
was passage of the Wagner Act. This is not to say that the demands of today's contingent
workers will result in legislation extending EIP programs and practices to them. Rather, it is
to recognize that for the sizable segment of the US work force that is not "empowered" by
EIP programs (or, for that matter, by union representation or most protective legislation),
there remains a substantial employer-employee power imbalance and a potential for covert
conflict to become overt conflict.
Recognizing the caveats about EIP programs issued by Cotton (1993), Godard and
Delaney (2000), and Kaufman et al. (2000), as well as the limitation of EIP programs to
core employees, there nevertheless is impressive evidence from research on nonunion EIP
programs to support the HR perspective on employment relationship conflict. In particular,
this evidence suggests that innovative EIP programs and practices can forge a unity of
interestsamong employersand employees,promote mutual problem solving and cooperation,
positively affect employee attitudes and performance, and improve management and
organizational effectiveness. Further, this evidence, together with the growing use of
nonunion EIP programs, can be interpreted to mean that, as the HR perspective also posits,
the power imbalance and conflict in the employment relationship are on the wane.
But these conclusions must be tempered by the EIP experience in unionized settings,
which demonstratesa more mixed record of successand failure. Apart from NUMMI, there
are few examples of enduring EIP programs, and therefore of conflict reduction, in unionized
workplaces. Rather, these programs come and go and are subject to the vicissitudes of
external, environmental forces (such as competition, law and technology), managementand
operational changes,and, especially from an HR perspective, the conflict often generated by
unions for political and organizational reasons.Through formal representationand collective
voice, unionized workers can participate, and indeed help employers to design EIP programs
(Cutcher-Gershenfeld, 1991; Ichniowski, 1992; Rubenstein et al., 1993). However, as
political organizations that seek increased membership, have diverse membership interests,
and often feature competing internal factions, unions also can and have opposed the
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introduction and continuation of EIP initiatives (Brown & Reich, 1989; Bruno & Jordan,
1999; Goodman, 1979). In nonunion settings, workers do not have independent representatives of their own choosing and it is therefore more difficult for them to voice their concems
about or opposition to EIP programs. Further, and as Cotton (1993) notes, it is quite likely
that unsuccessful experiences with nonunion EIP programs also exist despite the fact that
they are rarely reported in empirical or case research. In sum, it can be concluded that the
power imbalance in the employment relationship remains in place, that conflict is an
enduring (if often covert) characteristic of this relationship, and that institutional interventions are more likely than employer-initiated EIP programs to redress this imbalance. Thus,
EIP research and practice also offer some support for the IR perspective on employment
relationship conflict.6

6. Lessons from IR and HR perspectives on conflict
IR and HR offer important, different, and relevant perspectives on employment relationship conflict. At its core, IR emphasizes the enduring nature of the employer-employee
power imbalance and thus of conflict in the employment relationship, the need for
institutional interventions to correct that imbalance, and the positive consequencesof openly
surfacing and attempting to resolve conflict, including through adversarial, nonproblemsolving approaches.By contrast, HR emphasizes that conflict stems from poor management
and can be reduced by improved management,that organizational and workplace innovations
can be used to develop a unity of interests among employers and employees, that problemsolving techniques and cooperation can be used to further reduce conflict, and that power
imbalances will fade as a result of employer-employee goal sharing.
There is evidence to support each of theseperspectivesand also evidence that calls each of
these perspectivesinto question. Empirical researchand casestudies in the area of grievance
proceduresand employment discrimination lend weight to the IR perspective on employment
relationship conflict. In both unionized and nonunion enterprises, employees who feel
unfairly treated at work nevertheless suffer in silence, fear reprisals for filing grievances,
or, if they proceed to file grievances, experience further deterioration of their employment
relationships. Employees who claim discrimination or wrongful termination have certain legal
recourse under protective statutes,but are increasingly confronted with mandatory arbitration
that reduces their chances of winning their claims and, in any case under any procedure, are
highly unlikely to be re-instated to work. Because both grievance procedures and legal
procedures are reactive (or negative) forms of employment conflict resolution, however, it is
likely that conflict will be more effectively dealt with and reduced through proactive (or
positive) initiatives, such as EIP programs.

6 Similar conclusions about IR and HR perspectives on employment relationship conflict apply to public
sector employment relations, which are not considered here due to space limitations. See, as examples, Aaron,
Grodin, and Stem (1979), Kochan (1973), Lewin (2000b), and Lewin et al. (1988).
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other's journals and, as well, if they incorporated into their teaching articles, cases, and
related material from the "other" perspective. For IR and HR practitioners to learn more from
each other, if would be helpful if they used their professional associations and contacts to
share "best" but also "worst" and "average" practices. IR practitioners would do well to
participate in occasional management-orientedHR conferences and seminars, and similarly
the other way round for HR practitioners. Perhapsby heeding this advice, IR and HR scholars
and practitioners will come to learn that they do in fact share certain premises and
perspectives on conflict in the employment relationship and, more fundamentally, that each
dominant perspective has something valuable to offer the other. Such a potential increase in
IR and HR knowledge transfer provides the proper note on which to conclude this inquiry
into two important alternative perspectives on conflict in the employment relationship.
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